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Key points of technique 
for children 9-11: why? 

 A shot may be efficient at this age, but not anymore when grown up 

 Technique should respect biomechanics principles 

 Give a player an efficient technique with less energetic needs 

 Our mission as coaches:  

◦ Protect physical integrity of children 

◦ Provide best guarantee for a long term efficiency 

  



 

This presentation 

 

  Is not a description of each shot 

  Results from observing French top U12 boys and girls 

  Shows the most frequently observed mistakes 



Not to forget 

Until 9, children play with green ball on a full court 

- In tournaments 

- During practice sessions although they sometimes go back  

to orange ball / orange court 

 



Keeping the eyes on the ball 



6 





  

 

 

Dynamic ready position 
 



Arms: semi-flexion 

Neutral grip 

Left hand supports 
racket head 



 

 

Frequent mistakes 



Racket is too 
close to body 
and too low 



Racket is too 
close to body 

Hands are too 
close from 
each other 



Groundstrokes racket grips 

Frequent mistakes 

 



Forehand 
extreme 

grips 



Forehand 
extreme grips Forehand extreme grip 



Right hand 
should not keep 

forehand grip 



Right hand keeps its 
forehand grip 

Left hand is 
too far from 
right hand 



Preparation  / Backswing 

Forehand 



Beginning of backswing 
Key point is dissociation 

 



Vertical 
racket 
head 

Right hand same 
plan as shoulders  

Parallel to 
baseline 



Shoulders 

rotation 

starts as 

hips and 

legs  

start 

moving 































 

 

Forehand backswing:  

most frequent mistakes 



Racket head passes shoulder line 



Wrong use of hand  
and wrist when hitting 



Left arm is too high 
Racket passes shoulder line 



Racket head 
passes shoulder 

line 



Racket head is 
- Too far behind 

- Horizontal 
- Open to sky 

Loss of ball control 



Left hand position and role: 

Most frequent mistakes 



No use or wrong use of left hand 



Left hand is too 
high 



 

Preparation  / Backswing 

Backhand 
 



Key position 



 

 

Most frequent mistakes 



Lack of dissociation between upper and lower body 



Backhand backswing is too horizontal  









  

Hand / wrist action 

Forehand 
 



One frequent mistake 

Racket head 
opens to the 

sky 



Hand / wrist action 

2 hands backhand 
 























Sliced 1 hand backhand 



 Footwork 

Between strokes 



Principles 

 Continuous footwork / flexibility 

 Adaptability 

  All types (run, sidesteps, crossed steps) 

 Different amplitudes for moving 

 Different rhythm 

 Be able to move in all directions 

 Importance of first step 

 

  

  



 Footwork 

When hitting 



 Stance 
◦ Steady before hitting 

◦ Flexible  

◦ Dynamic when hitting (leg drive) 

◦ Must allow hip rotation, racket follow through and forward 
transfer 

◦ Adaptation to all situations 
◦ Close stance with jump or passing through from back leg 

◦ Semi-open stance 

◦ Open stance with jump or not 

◦ Hit on the run 



Close stance forehand 



Open stance with jump forehand 



Close 
stance  

backhand 



 

 

Most frequent mistakes 



Foot // with net  

Tightened leg  



Open stance should not be systematic 



Volley 



Importance of a suitable distance from the net 



Stroke occurs between two steps (1) 



Stroke occurs between two steps (2) 



Volley frequent mistakes 



Too close to the net !!! 



Excessive backswing 

 Racket head drops after stroke 





Hitting point should be forward  

 



Racket head drops after stroke 







Footwork is blocked because foot is settled too early 



Smash 
  



 

Train everyday 

Systematic training on smash after bounce 

 

 



Most frequent mistakes 



« Tray » position 



Left arm should 
be raised 



Service 

Start position 



Body general balance Loose arms 

Left hand holds 
racket 



Service 

Leg drive 













Service most frequent mistakes 



Forehand grip 
+ 
 

hand to the 
sky  

Foot 
fault! 



Front foot 
should not 

move during 
the serve 



“V” position 



Wrong placement of 
right foot 

BOY... 



OR 
GIRL! 



Too much leg 

flexion 


